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ABSTRACT:  Sensor Network finds many 

applications in today’s society. In Wireless 

Multimedia Sensor Network(WMSN), camera 

sensors are present in addition to scalar sensors. 

Whenever an event takes place in a monitored 

region, it is first of all detected by the scalar 

sensors. The scalar sensors inform their 

corresponding camera sensors regarding the 

occurance of event. When event takes place, if 

we consider the case that sensing occurs by 

scalar sensors lying inside the event boundary, 

on the event boundary as well as up to some 

extent of outside of event boundary region that 

is covering some more portion of the area after 

the event boundary[1], then the concerned 

scalars who are present within the FOV of 

cameras, who lie outside the event boundary 

inform their respective camera sensors regarding 

the event and the concerned camera sensors 

undergo distributed camera actuation 

unnecessarily and some or all of the cameras 

that lie outside the event boundary are actuated 

based on distributed camera actuation scheme[2] 

due to sensing of event outside event boundary 

even though their depth of field(DOF) does not 

cover the event region. Therefore, our objective 

is to eliminate the redundant data along with 

actuation of optimum number of camera sensors 

in such a manner that no event information will 

be lost. Camera sensors can be either directional 

or omni-directional. Directional camera sensors  

can capture image along a particular direction. 

As a result, some portions of the occurring event 

is not covered by the directional field of view. 

Field of view is the angle at which a camera 

sensor can capture accurate image of an object. 

But omni-directional camera sensors are the 

sensors that can capture image in 360 degree. By 

using omni-directional camera in place of 

directional camera helps in covering more 

portion of area of concerned occurring event. As 

a result more accurate information regarding 

occurring event is captured and event 

information loss will be minimized. Again in 

case of directional camera sensors, event 

information captured by  some of the outer 

nodes that lie outside Field of view of camera 

sensors are lost. But by using omni-directional 

camera such type of information loss is 

minimized .Such thing occurs as omni-

directional camera captures image uniformly 

along all the directions, so number of outer 

nodes present in its case is minimum, as most of 

them  are covered by field of view of these 

omni-directional camera sensors. The solution is 
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an comparative approach to make it easy to 

integrate existing standards. 

Keywords: Field of view(FOV), Depth of 

field(DOF), Scalar count(SC), inner node, Outer 

node, Fringe node 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) is an 

extension of Wireless Sensor Network(WSN), where 

in addition to scalar sensors camera sensors are 

present. Scalar sensors capture only the textual 

information. Cameras can capture video information. 

Out of several problems, data redundancy is a basic 

problem which is encountered in WMSN. Due To 

data redundancy , transmission cost in terms of band 

width used , cpu processing etc. increases. So the 

communication cost increases. So several methods 

are used to eliminate it. As per  paper [2],initially the 

scalar and the camera sensors are randomly deployed 

throughout an area of interest(eg:forest) to monitor 

the behaviour of habitat and the living organism. 

When an event takes place in a monitored region it is  

first of all captured by the scalar sensors and the 

scalar sensors inform their corresponding  camera 

sensors regarding the occuring event. Then the 

camera sensors decide who among them to be 

actuated. Each camera sen- 

sor has two basic parameters namely field of 

view(FOV) and depth of field(DOF)[2]. 

Field of view represents the angle at which camera 

sensor can capture accurate image of an object and 

Depth of field is the distance at which a camera can 

capture the accurate image of an object. In this paper, 

FOV is referred as the pie-shaped area[2] .But in our 

context we used the FOV as trapezium for easy 

implementation. The camera sensors are assumed to 

have a  fixed random position and orientation and 

they do not move. According to paper[2], When  the 

scalar informs the camera sensor regarding the 

occurring event,  it sends a message namely 

DETECTION message that contains the id of the 

concerned scalar sensor and the occurring event 

information. After receiving DETECTION message 

the camera sensors exchange their scalar count values 

with each other. Scalar Count(SC) represents the 

number of scalar sensors that are present within the 

field of view of camera sensor and those are detecting 

the event. The scalar count value is exchanged among 

cameras by exchange of INFORM message. After 

exchange of INFORM message the camera sensor 

having maximum SC value is activated first. The 

camera that undergoes activation, broadcast 

UPDATE message[2]. UPDATE message contains 

the ids of scalars that are within the FOV of activated 

camera sensor and those are detecting the event. The 

other camera sensors undergo activation based on 

matching their scalar ids with the activated camera 

sensor ids[2].  

When ever event takes place, if we consider the case 

of sensing of event, sensing not only takes place on 

or inside the event boundary region, Sensing also 

takes place up to certain extent of outside of the event 

region[1]. As per paper[1] as some of the scalars that 

lie outside of the event boundary sense the occurring 

event though they lie outside the event boundary, still 

their sensing range cover the event region. After 

detecting the event the scalar sensors inform their 

corresponding camera sensors regarding the 

occurring event. Being informed from the scalar 

sensors the camera sensors undergo distributed 

camera actuation scheme and some or all of them are 

actuated unnecessarily even though they do not cover 

the event region. Therefore, due to overlapping of 

field of views of those cameras redundant data 

transmission occurs. Therefore, our aim is to keep 

those cameras in turned off condition and to activate 

only the optimum number of camera sensors for 

adequate coverage of the event region in such a 

manner that no event information will be missed 

2        Related Work 

Elimination of redundant data is a crucial issue in 

case of WMSN. As redundancy causes transmission 

of same data repeatedly, it needs to be eliminated so 

as to reduce communication cost in terms of 

unnecessary energy wastage, bandwidth used and 

CPU processing etc. Art gallery problem is a well 

known related work. But art gallery problem can be 

used to determine the least number of nodes and their 

locations in order to provide full coverage of the 

monitored region[2]. The problem is that the problem 

can be solved in polynomial time in two 

dimensional(2D) environment and the solution for art 

gallery problem can not be used for for our problem 

If sensors are arbitrarily deployed. For art gallery 

solution, a prior manual deployment of camera 

sensors should be done assuming that the topology 

for scalar sensors within the WMSN and the 

deployment regions are known in advance. Another 

related work to eliminate data redundancy based on 

sensing region management is presented in paper[3], 

Where the the entire sensing field is divided into 

number of sensing regions. During running of the 

network by forming cluster of scalar in each sensing 

region, events occurring in each sensing region can 

be managed by scalar cluster head. By hearing from 

salar cluster heads each camera can know the exact 

coverage overlaps through exchanging information 

with neighbours. Due to FOV , in some works 
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coverage was considered as a special case of circular 

coverage used in WSNs and such networks are 

referred to as directional FOV sensor network. The 

work in [14] uses a node placement strategy for 

providing full coverage and connectivity among 

nodes in such networks. Similarly several works are 

there to minimize data redundancy. 

3       Assumptions Taken 

. 

The scalars and cameras sensors are assumed to be 

randomly  deployed. Both the cameras and scalars are 

assumed to have fixed positions. The sensing range 

of scalars and event boundary are assumed to be 

circular for omni-directional camera sensors and 

trapezoidal in shape for directional camera sensors 

for implementation. The event boundary can be 

represented by a circle or a polygon. Circle shape is 

assumed for easy implementation. Each camera 

sensor has a certain field of view (FOV) and depth of 

field (DOF). Field of view (FOV) represents the 

angle at which a camera sensor can take accurate 

image of an object[2]. Depth of field (DOF) 

represents the distance at which a camera can take 

accurate image of an object[2]. The sensing range of 

scalars are assumed to be circular for easy 

implementation. Coverage is defined as the portion of 

area of an event that is covered by all the camera 

sensors.In this paper it is considered that camera 

sensors broadcast CIM (camera information message) 

and scalars broadcast SIM (scalar information 

message) which contains their id and location 

information. As a result all the sensors can know 

position of each other. It is assumed that all the 

sensor can communicate with each other independent 

of the type of sensor it is. 

When the event takes place, if we consider the case 

of sensing of event, sensing not only takes place on 

or inside the event boundary region, Sensing also 

takes place up to certain extent of outside of the event 

region[1]. As some of the scalars that lie outside of 

the event boundary sense the occurring event though 

they lie outside the event boundary, still their sensing 

range cover the event region. After detecting the 

event the scalar sensors inform their corresponding 

camera sensors regarding the occurring event. Being 

informed from the scalar sensors the camera sensors 

undergo distributed camera actuation scheme and 

some or all of them are actuated unnecessarily even 

though they do not cover the event region. Therefore, 

due to overlapping of field of views of those cameras 

redundant data transmission occurs. Therefore, our 

aim is to keep those cameras in turned off condition 

and to activate only the optimum number of camera 

sensors for adequate coverage of the event region in 

such a manner that no event information will be 

missed. After considering this sensing of event as per 

paper[1] We have compared the results for omni 

directional and directional camera sensor. 

4      Problem definition and proposed Work 

In our case we are using a comparative approach 

of use of directional versus omni directional 

camera sensors. So before entering into the topic 

let us know what SC is.SC is the number of 

scalar sensors that are detecting the event and 

are present within FOV of camera sensors[2]. 

 

       Fig.  1.    Scalar Count(SC) 

Consider Fig. 1. The large pink circle represents the event region.Here C represents the camera sensor. S 

represents the scalar sensors. There are six scalar sensors present within the FOV of camera sensor. The 

FOV is represented by a trapeziumfor directional camera sensor here. The dark circles represent the 
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scalars that are detecting the event. The white circles represent the scalars that are not detecting the 

event.As only four scalars out of six scalars are detecting the event, so SC value for camera C IS 4. Now 

come to know about inner, outer and fringe scalar nodes. Inner node is one that completely lie within the 

field of view of camera sensor. Outer node is that node that lie completely outside the field of view of 

camera sensor. Fringe node is one that lies partly within the field of view of camera sensor[3]. 

. 

 

                Fig. 2.   Case of Directional Camera Sensors 

 

Consider Fig. 2. There are nine camera sensors namely C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8,C9. The large 

pink circle represents the event region. The small circles represent the scalar sensors. When   the scalar 

informs the camera sensor regarding the occurring event ,DETECTION is sent by the scalar sensors, that contains 

the id of the concerned scalar sensor and the occurring event information. Then after receiving DETECTION 

message the camera sensors exchange their scalar count values with each other. INFORM messageis used for SC 

value exchange among camera sensors. After that the camera sensor having maximum SC value is activated first[2]  

.If there is a tie in SC value any one of them can be activated, The camera that undergoes activation broadcast 

UPDATE message that  contains the ids of scalars that are within the FOV of activated camera sensor and those are 

detecting the event. The other camera sensors undergo activation based on matching their scalar ids with the 

activated camera sensor scalar ids[2] contained in UPDATE message of activated camera sensor[2]. Here in such 

cases though we used distributed camera actuation based on scalar count method for redundant data elimination, still 

redundancy due to overlapping of FOVs can not be eliminated. This is because in such case as shown in Fig. 2 if we 

turn off some camera sensor it may lead to event information loss. Our objective is to eliminate the redundant data in 

such a manner that no event information loss will be there.Here in this case C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8 AND C9 all 

are to be activated so as to avoid event information loss. So if we use circular FOV in case of directional FOV here 

then we need not activate all the cameras ,as most of the scalars of the cameras will be covered by activating less 

number of cameras. As by making the FOV circular, it will cover more portion of event area, so that less number of 

cameras are necessary to be activated 

.In many cases by using directional camera sensors, some of the scalars that are present outside of event region are 

not covered by the field of view of camera sensors.So the event information captured by scalars that lie outside the 

FOV of directional cameras are lost. By considering circular field of view , most of the outer nodes come within the 

FOV of omnidirectional camera.So that the event information loss that occurred due to such outer nodes can be 

eliminated. 
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Consider another scenario where we are using the directional camera sensors as shown in Figure 3.The pink circle 

represents the event region. The medium circles represent the omni-directional FOV of cameras. Small circles 

represent the scalar sensors. The camera sensors are represented by C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10,C11.Here 

when event takes place, first of all the scalars send DETECTION message to camera sensors the cameras exchange 

SC value with each other. Through exchange of INFORM msg. The camera having maximum SC value is activated 

first as in case of directional camera sensor in paper[2]. The activated camera sends UPDATE message to its 

neighbours. Based on ids of scalars contained in UPDATE message the other cameras decide who among them are 

to be actuated. 

 

 

  Fig. 3.   Case of Omni-directional camera Sensor 

Here C1, C3, C4, C5, C6, C9  are activated in Fig. 3. Rest of the cameras are kept in sleep mode. As the 

event information captured by C2, C7, C8, C10, C11 are also captured by the activated camera sensors, so 

no need to turn on these three cameras. By using omni-directional camera, some of most of the event 

detecting scalars are covered by the camera sensors. So information loss that occurred due to event 

detecting outer scalar nodes are minimized by using omni-directional camera sensors. Again use of omni 

directional cameras lead to reduce data redundancy with less number of cameras activated as compared to 

use of directional camera sensors. Again less event information loss occurs due to use of omni-directional 

camera as compared to directional camera. Such thing happens as more portion of event area is covered 

by omni-directional cameras. 

5    Implementation and Result Analysis 

The implementation was done in C++ in UBUNTU platform. We assumed that the scalar and camera sensors are 

deployed randomly. They are assumed to have fixed positions. We varied different parameters such as depth of 

field, event radius, number of scalars and number of camera sensors individually and observed their effect on 

number of cameras actuated in both the cases. 

We have compared two cases: the case of directional camera  and case of omnidirectional camera.  

5.1   Effect of varying number of scalar sensors on  number of cameras activated 

 

We varied number of scalar sensors keeping DOF, number of cameras, sensing range  of scalars, event point ,event 

radius and sensing range of event as constant and observed its effect on number of camera activated. The green line 

represents the case of directional camera and redline represents the case of omni-directional camera. 
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The horizontal axis in the graph  as shown in Fig. 4 represents the number of scalar sensors represented by nos. The 

vertical axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca.  

We observe that in both the cases varying the number of scalar sensors increases the number of cameras activated 

initially. As with increase of number of scalar sensors, the number of event detecting scalar sensors also increases, 

so SC of cameras also goes on increasing. 

 

Fig.4   Number ofSscalars(nos) vs. Number of Cameras Activated(noca) 

 

 

 
Due to increase of number of scalars more cameras contain atleast one scalar. So number of cameras activated 

increases gradually. Then it remains almost constant, as the optimum number of camera sensors required to cover a 

particular event region is always constant. On comparing both the cases we found that number of cameras activated 

in omni-directional camera case  is found to be less than or equal to that of directional camera  approach in many 

cases. 

5.2    Effect of varying number of camera sensors on number of cameras activated 

We varied number of camera sensors keeping DOF, number of scalar sensors, sensing range of scalars, event point, 

event radius and sensing range of event as constant and observed its effect on number of camera activated. 

The horizontal axis in the graph as shown in Fig .3 represents the number of camera sensors represented by noc. The 

vertical axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. The green line represents 

the case of directional cameras and redline represents the case of omni-directional cameras. Consideboth.in both the 

cases the number of cameras activated remains almost constant. As the optimum number of cameras required to 

cover an event region is always a constant.  
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                       Fig. 5   Nnumber of Cameras(noc) vs. Numb er of Cameras Activated(noca) 

5.3   Effect of varying event radius on number of cameras activated. 

The horizontal axis in the graph as shown in Fig. 6  represents the event radius represented by evtradius. The vertical 

axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. Here we observed that with 

increase of event radius the number of cameras activated initially increases and then it remains almost constant in 

both the cases. But in initial approach the number of cameras activated suddenly decreases as we are considering 

random deployment of nodes. After some time the number of cameras activated remains constant in both the cases 

as optimum number of cameras required to cover the event region is constant 

 

 

                   Fig. 6  Event Radius(evtradius)  vs. Number of Cameras   Activated(noca) 

5.4   Effect of varying depth of field (DOF) on number of cameras activated 

We varied DOF keeping number of scalar sensors, number of camera sensors, sensing range  of scalars, event point, 

event radius and sensing range of event  as constant and observed its effect on number of cameras activated . The 

horizontal axis in the graph shown in Fig. 7 represents the depth of field of camera represented by dof.  The vertical 
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axis in the graph represents the number of cameras activated represented by noca. With increase of dof of camera 

number of cameras  activated in both the cases increases.Then it starts decreasing. With increase of  dof  the number  

of scalars within field of view of cameras increases, so scalar count of camera increases and more number of 

cameras will cover atleast one scalar, therefore more number of cameras are are activated. Then due to excess 

increase in dof, overlapping region of dof increases for camera sensors. Some of the scalars become the common 

scalars for one or more camera sensors. Therefore the number of camera activated decreases with further increase of 

dof in both the cases.  

 

. Fig. 7.     Depth of Field(dof)  vs. Number of Cameras Activated(noca) 

6    Conclusion 

Distributed camera actuation achieves redundant data elimination in which Optimum number of camera sensors 

actuated for adequate coverage of event region[2]. When we consider the case of sensing of occurring event at 

outside ,up to certain distance of event region, we are able to activate only required optimum number of camera 

sensors in the event region and keeping all other cameras those lie outside event region but inside the sensing range 

of event in turned off condition[1]. using omni-directional camera, some of most of the event detecting scalars are 

covered by the camera sensors. So information loss that occurred due to event detecting outer scalar nodes are 

minimized by using omni-directional camera sensors. Again use of omni directional cameras lead to reduce 

data redundancy with less number of cameras activated as compared to use of directional camera sensors. 

Again less event information loss occurs due to use of omni-directional camera as compared to directional 

camera. Such thing happens as more portion of event area is covered by omni-directional cameras. 
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